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GAMMAXX SERIES 
AG400 
Efficient 4 Heat Pipes CPU Cooler 
The DeepCool AG400 is a single tower 120mm CPU cooler that builds upon our legacy for high-quality 
cooling performance but stripped down for a streamlined and efficient package. 
Stellar Thermal Performance 
Enjoy better system performance by keeping things cool with up to 220W of heat dissipation power 
featuring four direct touch heat pipes that rapidly draw heat away from the CPU. 

FAN LOCK MOUNTING SYSTEM 
When installing the AG400, the fan does not need to be disassembled during the process, simplifying and 
saving time. 
Balanced Bidirectional Heat Pipe Technology 
By optimizing the internal capillary structure and injecting a precise amount of liquid, the heat pipe 
achieves the best heat dissipation performance regardless of whether the cooler is in a vertical or 
horizontal case. This perfect ratio facilitates a highly efficient phase change throughout the heat pipe and 
achieves lower thermal resistance over a wide TDP range. 

High Efficiency Fans 
Find your optimal balance with automatic PWM support for full performance under load to silent efficiency 
at idle. 
500-2000 RPM 
?31.6 dB(A) 
75.89 CFM 
Matrix Fins Array 
High-quality aluminum fins on the heat sink are densely stacked for ideal heat dissipation and which also 
features a unique "checkerboard" design aesthetic. 
Simple and Secure 
The included mounting brackets support both Intel and AMD platforms with an easy five-step installation 
process that maintains great contact pressure. The offset design of the heat pipes ensures that the cooler 
can be installed with the fan already attached. 
Application For 
Intel 
LGA1700/1200/1151/1150/1155 
AMD 
AM5/AM4 
Technical Spec 
Product Dimensions 125×92×150 mm 
Heatsink Dimensions 120×92×150 mm 
Net Weight 614 g 
Heatpipe O6 mm×4 pcs 

DeepCool AG400 UNI CPU kuler 220W 120mm 
2000rpm 75CFM 
LGA1700/1200/1151/1150/1155/AM5/AM4

Šifra: 71055
Kategorija prozivoda: Kuleri
Proizvođač: DEEPCOOL

Cena: 3.800,00  rsd.



Fan Dimensions 120×120×25 mm 
Fan Speed 500~2000 RPM±10% 
Fan Airflow 75.89 CFM 
Fan Air Pressure 2.53 mmAq 
Fan Noise ?31.6 dB(A) 
Fan Connector 4-pin PWM 
Bearing Type Hydro Bearing 
Fan Rated Voltage 12 VDC 
Fan Rated Current 0.17 A 
Fan Power Consumption 2.04 W 
EAN 6933412727590 
P/N R-AG400-BKNNMN-G-1

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


